
Walter Klassen Brushless Gimbal Wheels 

Thank you for purchasing the Walter Klassen Brushless Gimbal Wheels. The Walter Klassen Brushless 

Gimbal wheels offer precise remote control of a brushless gimbal system using an interface familiar to 

camera operators. 

Unpacking: 

Inside the case for the Walter Klassen Brushless Gimbal Wheels you will find the following items: 

 Wheels Box with built in transmitter 

 3 hand wheels 

 1 Receiver 

 1 Receiver cable 

 1 AC power supply 

 1 Mitchell tie down 

Wheels overview: 

1. Menu screen – Displays different setting options and values 

2. Menu knob – Allows user to scroll through menu options and is used for changing option values 

3. Soft keys – The function of these buttons change with the menu item displayed. Depressing one 

of these buttons while turning the menu knob changes the corresponding value 

4. 3 position switches – Toggle switches can be assigned to any channel for auxiliary functions 

5. Brakes – To lock off wheels 

6. Transmitter – Built in transmitter antenna 

7. Hand wheels – Each wheel can be assigned to any channel 

  



Not pictured: 

1. Power input – 4 pin XLR pin 1 – GND, pin 4 - +12VDC  

2. Power indicator 

3. Power switch 

4. microSD card slot – Located on front of wheels box 

Set up: 

1. The bottom of the Walter Klassen Brushless Gimbal Wheels box has a 3/8”16 threaded hole on 

the bottom as well as a boss for mounting to a Mitchell plate. Set up the wheels on a tripod or 

Mitchell base as desired.  

2. Connect receiver cable to receiver for Futaba Receivers connect the cable to the S.BUS port. 

Connect other end of receiver cable to the brushless gimbal (see manufacturer’s instruction 

manual for specific instructions). 

Menu options: 

The Walter Klassen Brushless Gimbal Wheels have several parameters that can be adjusted. 

Adjustments are made by depressing the soft key that corresponds with the value that needs to be 

changed and rotating the menu knob. Settings are saved by depressing the menu knob. 

Trim Settings – There is a trim adjustment for each axis. Adjust the trims to eliminate drift. 

Axis speed – This is a multiplier of the wheel encoder pulses. Range is from 0.0 to 10.0 

Axis direction – This setting allows the operator to set the output direction when the wheels are 

turned 

Wheels config – This setting sets the output channel of each wheel 

Switch config – Sets the output channel of the 2 3-position switches 

Axis output – Sets output to either rate or angle. Mostly intended for holding roll in position 

rather than have roll always return to level horizon. From the axis output page if you have an 

axis set to angle and you want to reset zero position. Position wheel where desired, and press 

the soft key corresponding to that axis. 

Profile – Sets which profile (A or B) the operator is using. 

Radio: 

The Walter Klassen Brushless Gimbal Wheels feature a built in transmitter and ship with a receiver that 

is pre bound to that receiver. Under normal operating conditions, the light on the transmitter should be 

flashing green and the light on the receiver should be solid green. 

If the light on the transmitter is flashing green and red alternately the data stream must be reset. Power 

off the wheels and then power on again. 



If the light on the receiver is solid red it is not receiving a signal. Power on the wheels box. If the box is 

powered on, the radios are no longer bound. With the wheels box powered on and the transmitter light 

flashing green press the link button on the receiver for at least 2 seconds. 

If the light on the receiver is flashing green it is receiving a signal but there is an error. Check to ensure 

the dip switches on the transmitter are set to 8ch and General. With the wheels box powered on and 

the transmitter light flashing green press the link button on the receiver for at least 2 seconds 

 

Firmware upgrade:  

Firmware updates can be applied using the following method. 

1. Power off the wheels box, and remove the MicroSD card that is located on the front of the box. 
2. Insert the MicroSD card into a card reader on a laptop or mobile device. 
3. Delete the firmware file that is existing on the MicroSD card. 
4. Save the new firmware file to the MicroSD card. 
5. Rename the file to WKWHEELS (MUST be all caps). 
6. Insert the MicroSD card into the slot on the front of the box. 
7. Press down on the encoder knob and then turn on the power to the wheels. 
8. The bootloader will start, look for new firmware and begin to flash the new program. 
9. Once it is finished it will start with new firmware. Turn the power off and then on again to reset 

the data stream going to the transmitter. 
 

Tips: 

The following are some tips that are specific to the gimbals mentioned. 

MoVI: 

 Use the radio chart under the charts tab in the freefly gui to set the trims. The values for pan, 

tilt, and roll cmd should read 1500uS. 

 One of the 3-position switches should be set as the mode switch (Map remote mode under 

remote controller config). This will allow the operator to switch between kill switch, majestic 

mode and dual operator mode. See MoVI instruction manual for a detailed description of each 

mode. 

DJI Ronin: 

 The two 3-position switches should be set to the channels corresponding to the mode and 

function switches. This can be verified using the Gimbal Assistant software under the channels 

tab. This allows the operator to toggle smooth track options as well as change smooth track 

speed and activate motor kill switch. See DJI Ronin instruction manual for a detailed description 

of the function of both switches. 

 


